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Stricter course loads confront athletes
By Qwen Fartss
managing editor
Maybe JMU athletes didn't need a
national rule change to set their
priorities straight.
"If you want to graduate you
should be working toward your
degree," said junior Charles Haley,
a football player. "There's no need
/
.
.

in a bunch of bull classes just to get
grades to be able to play."
The National Collegiate Athletic
Association last fall, however, approved a policy that requires
students who play sports to declare
their major by their junior year and,
afterward, to complete 24 hours
each year toward the degree they
choose.

The new rule stemmed from concern that student athletes nationwide
were not completing required
courses; perhaps took easy classes
and needed extra time to graduate.
"But that is not a problem here,"
said JMU Athletic Director Dean
Ehlers.
"I think, by and large, our
athletes come here to get a college

Rebound
Eric Esch (44) stretches for a rebound in
Thursday night's game
against the University of
Richmond. The Spiders
outscored the Dukes
72-68. However, JMU rebounded In Saturday's
game against the University of North CarolinaWilmington with a 68-64
win. See Sports page 12 for
further basketball coverage.
Staff photo by Greg Fletcher

degree. We've had an exceptional
record of kids who have stayed here
four years and gone on to graduate.
"More and more, students who
are involved in extracurricular activities, including athletics, take nine
or 10 semesters to graduate," he
said.
"I think the important thing is
that they graduate."
According to the 1984-1985 JMU
catalog, 10 percent of first time
freshmen who enroll here need more
than four years to meet graduation
requirements. Fifty-five percent
graduate within four years. The remaining 35 percent withdraw or
transfer.
"If you look at the general student
body, we have a lot who are not
graduating over four years," Ehlers
said.
But athletes do not take longer to
graduate than other student groups,
he said. "You can have a problem
with a student in the art department
and you're not going to hear a lot
about it. In athletics, because of the
nature of our society, what has happened is going to be headlines."
Student athletes agree they didn't
need the rule to get motivated.
Mike Shealy, a junior who plays
baseball, said, "A lot of athletes just
take a course full of bull for three
years to get drafted. There are a lot
who'll take crib courses to make it. I
want to graduate in four years," he
said.
Rhonda Mason, a junior on the
See ATHLETES page 2 •>

New bleachers axed

Alternative sought to get students in stadium
By Mark Miller
assistant news editor
Bleachers in front of the hillside
will not be added to Madison
Stadium by next football season,
said JMU's athletic director.
"The order has been canceled,"
said Dean Ehlers, who was informed
by JMU President Ronald Carrier
that his recommendation for seating
was denied.
Ehlers said he does not know why
the plan was not approved. "I guess

Book
buys

it was too expensive."
Fred
Hilton,
university
spokesman, said construction bids
were opened but then canceled after
the project was put on hold.
The bleachers were proposed to
provide more seating for special
games and to bring in additional
revenue.
The plan was for a center section
70 feet wide and 26 rows high and
two side sections, each 36 feet wide
and 20 rows high.
Some students and alumni oppos-

JMU President Ronald Carrier makes
a list of works for students to read
before fall classes.

ed building the bleachers because
they said they like Watching football
games while sitting on the hill.
Several students said the hill is
more comfortable and is a better
place to socialize than the stadium.
Additional seating probably
would obscure the hillside view,
Ehlers said.
"Somehow, I would like to convince them (students on the hill) that
they should be in the stadium supporting the team. I think they would
help make our team better," he said.

Music
man

Carrier was unavailable for comment, but Hilton said the president
also wants students to sit in the
stadium and is looking at other ways
to draw them inside, possibly by
constructing a fence that would close
off the hill.
Another reason for the hill's
popularity is because students can
get away with drinking alcoholic
beverages.
"There is time to party before and
after the game," Ehlers said.
See BLEACHERS page 2 ►

Larry Sands, disk jockey at
JM's, says his repoir with
the dancers makes him a
popular announcer.
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Athletes
► (Continued from page 1)

track and field team, also said she
already was talcing the classes she
needed and that the rule has had little impact here. "I take at least 16
hours a semester. I wouldn't have
scheduled any differently," she said.
"When I schedule, I schedule
around practice. But you schedule
first according to your major."
Though the rule might be unnecessary here, JMU athletes and
athletic officials said they like the
policy.
"I do think it's a good idea to
have declared a major by your junior
year," Mason said. "Then you
know what you're going to do."
Ehlers agreed it might make
course selection easier. "I personally
have a belief that you have a hard
time getting some place if you don't
know where you're going.
"It should be positive, I think. It's
an honest attempt for people to

4J
•

govern themselves," he said.
'I've always believed kids are here
for an education. While they're here,
they have a chance to participate in
intercollegiate athletics."
Lincoln Wood, a football player,
said, "Since I've been here, the
coaches have always stressed
academics."
He said he liked the policy change.
"I feel it's a great idea because the
athletes here are not here just to play
football but to get an education.
"I'm basically scheduling in order
to get out of school on time. Football is just like an extracurricular activity to me," he said.
Richard Besnier, wrestling coach,
also emphasized that student studies
come before the sport.
"How many tennis players do you
know who've turned pro? Just think
of how many football players are at
college and then at the pros. The
chances are slim."
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now forming
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Bleachers

157 Warsaw Ave. ,

...*

434-1480

»- (Continued from page 1)

Alumni watching from the hill do
not have to pay for tickets because
they are outside the stadium.
"The revenue we could generate
(from alumni) could make this program better," Ehlers said.

J3R

The average attendance for the sue
home football games in 1984 was
about 11,033, said Ken Ries, director
of public and sports information.
The stadium's capacity is 15,000.
The estimates for attendance at
the games were:
• Richmond— 11,800.
• William and Mary — 8,300.
• Delaware State — 9,700.
• Northeastern (Homecoming) —
13,900.
• East Tennessee State (Parents'
Day) — 14,400.
• Virginia Military Institute —
8,100.
Ehlers said additional bleachers
would be useful for special games,
such as Homecoming and Parents'
Day and that he hoped they would
become necessary for all games.

Watch for the
next issue of
The Breeze for
information on
how to apply
for positions
for next year's
staff.

Deliveries can now include
anything from Market (and Deli)Chips, Snacks, Soft Drinks, Beer,
Cigarettes, Subs, Salads, Sandwiches.
You do not have to order a sub for
a delivery from the Market!

More than 20
paid positions
are available.
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Recommended books, magazines chosen

Reading list to prepare future students
By Erik. Byrd
staff writer

This summer JMU's 1,730 incoming freshmen
will receive a suggested list of summer readings.
The idea for a literature and magazine reading
list was the suggestion of JMU President Ronald
Carrier. A committee on strengthening JMU as a
liberal arts college supported the idea.
Dr. Robert Shapiro, acting dean of the college
of letters and sciences, Dr. Robert Geary and Dr.
Ralph Cohen compiled the list.
"The new slogan is that JMU will be the best
undergraduate program in the country. This is one
idea that will help," Shapiro said.
Geary, English department head, said, "We
could make an improvement by introducing
students to intellectual magazines."
Cohen, an English professor, said, "Kids are
brighter and brighter, but no more informed.
"If kids are interested in something, then they

will start to look at articles about their world. And
they leam both sides by reading," he said.
The reading list consists of Homer's "The
Odyssey," Biblical selections, Shakespeare's
"Hamlet," modern selections, pleasure readings
and four magazines in each category: general interest, political-cultural commentary and special
interest.
The plan is that students will read the literature
selections over the summer and select one
magazine to subscribe to in the fall. "I would like
to see the magazine list required," Cohen said.
Geary said, "We have tried to pick works that a
student can read on his own and get a lot out of on
his own."
However, ''no summer reading list is complete
without worthwhile, fun books," he said.
Cohen said, "It comes as a surprise when
students find, 'I have to read this and I am enjoying it.* "

The concept of the suggested list is to provide a
basic understanding of literature works often
alluded to, so students can understand a teacher's
illustration.
"When you know allusions, it makes it richer
for you," Cohen said.
Also, it provides a commonality if the student
has read the work, Shapiro said. "We are trying to
get the same material (on the reading list) for a
faculty library, made available to faculty as desk
copies," he said.
Geary said, "A teacher should be able to mention a work in reference and expect all students to
share in that."
The list includes works that could be referred to
in all courses, Geary said.
Cohen said, "Mythological references and
Biblical references are important and students have
sort of an ignorance about them."
When someone says he has an "Achilles' heel,"
there is a reason behind it, he said.

'System decays' in
drunken driving cases
By Kelly Hanley

Staff photo by Stephen Jaffa

H 3 miTli nO — Duke, JMU's mascot, hams It up
for the TV cameras In Wednesday night's basketball game
■gainst the University of Richmond. Home Team Sports
Cable Company broadcast the gams In the Richmond area.
The Dukes loet the ECAC South contest 7248, despite 21
points and nine rebounds from sophomore forward John
Newman. See Sports page 12 for further basketball coverage.

Driving while drunk must become
more sociably unacceptable to
decrease the number of alcoholrelated deaths, said the father of a
JMU student killed in 1981.
Ed Kunec spoke Wednesday at
Grafton-Stovall Theater to describe
the experience he went through and
tell JMU students what they can do
to prevent being victims of drunken drivers.
Kunec's son, Edward, was a
senior at JMU. He was hit by a
drunk driver July 12, 1981 and died
eight days later. Kunec said he and
his wife took their "hurt and anger
and chanelled it in a positive direction."
The positive direction they took
was joining Mothers Against Drunk
Driving to be around others like
them.
The program began with a film
that explained the importance of denouncing drunken driving. The film
explained that tough laws, strict enforcement and applying laws more
fairly would deter drunken driving.
Statistics reveal more needs to be
done to fight drunken driving,
Kunec said. In the United, States,
alcohol abuse causes over 26,000
highway fatalities, a million injuries
and $5 billion in property damages
annually. Also, statistics conclude
one out of every two people will be
involved in an alcohol-related accident.
"We couldn't bring back our
20-year-Old son, but we have four
other children and ourselves to be
concerned about," Kunec said. One
thing that has to change is the court
system, he said.

"When it gets to court, the system
decays. It's true. Believe me, it's
true," Kunec said. If police do their
job and an individual gets to court,
usually they are let off on light
sentences or none at all.
The 19-year-old who killed
Kunec's son was allowed to finish
school. He was supposed to be in
court six months after the accident,
but his court date was continued five
times.
Once he made it to court, the
judge asked him what he thought he
should do for punishment. As it
turned out, he decided to work in a
clinic. "with doctors who were
friendly with his father, who was an
attorney," Kunec said.
"There is no justice for the
victim" of a drunken driver.Kunec
said.
"So what alternatives do you
have?" he asked ."Voting. You have
a right to question the people you are
voting for."
Kunec also said he thinks attorneys are over-represented in both
houses of legislation. "They make a
living off of defending drunk
drivers," he said. **They have a
responsibility to you and me. Theirs
is one of self-interest." When
MADD groups approach legislation,
"we are all hateful, vengeful people
in their mind."
The problem will never be completely resolved because there will
always be irresponsible people, he
said.
Deaths have come down since
groups like MADD were formed, but
not in Virginia, Kunec said. In 1962,
their were 881 alcohol-related deaths
in Virginia. In 1983 deaths rose to
901.
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IHC provides student services
ByErlkaByrd
staff writer

The word dorm or dormitory may still be in your
dictionary, but at JMU it is becoming a phased-out
term, according to JMU's Inter-Hall Council
president.
Brett Chaney said "hall" is the more appropriate term to use for JMU's 30 residence
facilities.
However, IHC is doing more than just changing
campus lingo. The organization provides many
student services.
IHC services include running a Valley Mall shuttle bus that leaves JMU every hour and the mall
each half hour 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturdays.
IHC also sells discount movie tickets to Roth
Theatres for $2.85. At the beginning of the school
year IHC rents refrigerators. In December, the
organization sponsors a semi-formal winter dance.
IHC also has sponsored a college bowl between
halls — academic competition similar to "It's
Academic."

IHC plans to sponsor an "Anything Goes"
competition in the spring, Chaney said.
"The residence hall atmosphere has a lot of
potential to help people who live there," Chaney
said. IHC offers resident students "a chance to
meet people across campus," he said.
Working with IHC for three years, Chaney said,
"I've found out about how things work around
here. I've learned about group communication and
how groups can be successful," he said.
Being involved in IHC is also a good way to
develop leadership abilities, Chaney said. "A lot
of IHC reps become SGA senators or RAs."
The IHC is a committee of the Student Government Association. IHC is a nonprofit organization, funded through the SGA. Currently, about
60 people are involved in IHC, two representatives
from each hall.
Usually only about 30 members attend weekly
meetings, Chaney said. "Weekly meetings are an
open forum for discussing (hall) problems and successes and are a go-between with building and
grounds to get things fixed," he said.

Inter-Hall Council week begins today
Because "most people don't
know what we do for the
university and campus," the
president of Inter-Hall Council,
Brett Chaney, has organized an
IHC awareness week from today through Friday.
The first IHC awareness week
activity will be an alcohol
awareness program tonight
sponsored by the Alcohol

Education Committee. A panel
discussion on raising the drinking age will be held in the
ballroom of the Warren Campus Center at 8 p.m.
Tuesday there will be an open
meeting at 5:30 p.m. in the
WCC Ballroom for anyone interested in learning more about
IHC.
Wednesday IHC will sponsor
a dance in the WCC Ballrom at

8 p.m. Admission will be about
a dollar.
Thursday IHC will hold a
debate between IHC (resident
students) and commuter
students on "Where is the best
place to live: on-campus or offcampus?" at 8 p.m. in
Blackwell Auditorium.
Friday IHC awareness week
will conclude with Hall CouncilStaff Appreciation Day.

Dance program planned
By Eric Gorton
•Silt *rtfcf

The JMU dance department will hold a dance
showcase Wednesday at 7 p.m. in Godwin Hall.
The showcase, which began last October, gives
student choreographers a chance to show their
work and hear critiques on how they are performing from a selected panel and the audience.
Linda Holman, a JMU graduate student,
organized the showcase and said it is a learning
experience for all involved.
Holman said after the choreographers finish
their performance they engage in a conversation
with the panel in front of the audience. If the audience wants to participate they may.
The audience also can write a critique of the
performance on critique sheets handed out by the
ushers at the beginning of the showcase. The
completed critique sheets will be collected by the
ushers at the end of the showcase.
,
"The dialogue is something everyone leanis
from," Holman said.
One of the highlights of this showcase is guest
panelist Anna Leo.
Leo graduated from Ohio State University in
1974 with a bachelor of fine arts in dance. Since
graduating she has had many notable accomplishments, earning her recognition from the
New York Times and Dance Magazine.
Some of her accomplishments have led her to
teach and perform in Dusseldorf, West Germany; Toronto; Ontario; and New York City.
The other three panelists will be: Dr. Eariynn
MHler, head of the JMU dance department; Dr.
Bob Bersson, assistant professor of art; and
Robin Haig of the International Ballet.

The employees of the Salad's Plus (Chandler Hall) would
like to thank our patrons. We hope that you will continue
to enjoy our.^extensive salad bar, homemade breads,
varied'soups, fruit bar, and--don't forget-chili on Fridays!
Salad's Plus will operate through the end of March, Mondays through Fridays, 11:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. Take a break
from the up-campus cuisine and join us at Salad's Plus.
The trip is worth it!
The employees
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Band members
represent JMU
at inauguration

Fifty-seven members of the Marching Royal Dukes represented JMU
in the All American Band that performed at the Presidential inauguration Jan. 21.
Band directors from all over the
country picked members to make up
the 500-piece band. Pat Rooney,
director of the Marching Royal
Dukes, selected the JMU members.
Rooney was also one of the directors of the All American Band.
The trip was paid for by the inauguration committee. The committee financed the traveling costs,
tickets to an inaugural ball and gave
the band members uniforms and
sweatshirts.
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The next day the band performed
Although the main event, the inin the televised Inaugural Gala. The
augural parade, was canceled
band played the opening number
because of freezing temperatures
with Mac Davis singing "God Bless
and a sub-zero windchill factor,
Rooney said the trip was worth it.
USA."
The band was supposed to per"The cold was a rallying force.
form in front of the Washington
Sometimes adversity is your best alMonument Jan. 20, but the weather
ly," he said.
forced a cancellation. Instead the
Rooney also said the trip was good
band was able to spend the day in the
for the band members because it
Smithsonian Institute.
was a "once-in-a-lifetime experience
The band also performed for the
for mem." He said being a member
president at the Capital Centre.
of the All American Band is "like
Jim Stickley, a snare drummer for
being part of an aO-American
the Marching Royal Dukes and the
anything. They are top notch, the
All American Band, said the trip was
best in the country." ,
satisfying to him even though the
The band did get to play. They
parade was canceled.
participated in the prelude to the inStickley said, "We found out
auguration, held on the elipse Jan.
about the parade being canceled
18. Both President Reagan and Vice
while we watched the Super Bowl on
President Bush were in attendance.
TV. They flashed the announcement
on the screen." He said after the
band had seen the announcement a
few times they were shocked, but
most of them were Understanding.
Stickley also said forming the All
American drumline from JMU's
drumline and' the drumline from the
University of Southern California
was an interesting experience.
"It shows a lot of confidence in us
that two lines can get together in one
and a half days," Stickley said. "At
Tust, both bands were a bit skeptical,
but we got together. It was neat
because now people from California
know us."
For Stickley, this was the fourth
time he had played in front of a
president, but he said, "It's great
playing for any president."

WINTER BOOT SALE
Men's Insulated Boots
Sizes 7Vi- 12
6" Reg. $36.98
#5262, #5623
Sale $24.97
8" Reg. $39.98
Sale $27.97

Newstip???
Newstip???
Newstip???

Men's and Ladies'
Moon Boots
Now at Sale Price

Call 6127 today

Army Combat Boot
Reg. $34.97
Sale $24.97
HOURS:

Mon- Thurs
Frl
Sat

JMU SPRING BREAK
PARTY

9-6
9-9
9-5:30

150 S. Main St., Downtown Harrisonburg

From $148.00 hotel on the
"Strip" Includes:
7 nights lodging; 8 beach
day*
Daily parties
Special Happy Hour*
Limited space
Call now for more Information
Ricky Winger- 7481
Anna Walker- 7153
*
Kim Gibson- 5748
Michael Parker- 5397
TRANSPORTATION
AVAILABLE
sponsored by LUV TOURS
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VALLEY SPORTS CENTER'S
January Clearance Sale

^O

REG.
58"
Nike Legend Hi
6398 48"
Nike Equator
6988 40"
Nike Tailwind
23" 10"
Nike Diablo
26" 18"
Nike Lady Oceania
50°° 30"
Nike Lady Tempest
31" 18"
Nike Lady Aerobic
79" 65"
Nike Air Force Hi
Nike Vandal
39" 23"
Converse Pro Star Hi 61" 45"
Converse Dr. J. Hi
45" 30"
Converse Court Star 39" 22"
Converse Leather Lo 41" 29"
Pro Ked Sky Hawk
39" 29"
Pro Ked Competitor 49" 35"
Many other selected styles on sale

Be Here Early For Our
BEAT-THE-CLOCK SPECIALS
Doors Open At 8:00 pm. 51 Court Square 4344464
Sponsored by Lacrosse Club
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Are you creative?

1

We hope you never
need an abortion But
wekno* thai lor some
women complex
personal circumstances
make abortion |he
best choice

Enter a T-Shlrt
Design Contest & Win
A 1st Place
•^

$

Cash

Prize

Men's & Women's
Swimsuits by Speedo

We oiler first trimester
abortion services because
we believe that a woman
faced with an unintended
pregnancy should have a full
range of options available to her

20% off
Ski Jackets by White Stag
values to $89.95
Complete Stock
•$35.00 each

$
Call us for information, confidentially
of course If needed, you may call collect

For mon into, call

Hagerslown Reproductive
Health Services
Hagerstown. MO 21740
1301} 733-2400

433 • 3927

Ski Gloves-20% off
Ski Bibs - 40% off

W
ice Skates
^pS*
Men's, Women's, *° /o Wf
Hockey 10% off

No Appointment Necessary
Hairstyllng for Men, Women,
Children
We do Perms, Frostlngs, Color &
Straightening
No wonder We're the Favorite
with Men, Women, & Children

A Tjair males CUT
HTOItllWKE
III llftl t\

JU8t

$9.75

shampoo, style cut
and blow dry

381 N. Mason St.

434-1507

1743 S. High St.
RockinghamSq.
433-0801
Come in and pick up your
Student Discount Card

Complete Stock

Hacky Sacks are Here
Racketball Rackets,
Goggles, Balls In Stock
Sp C,a

J ^C!!8«on lntramur«H Team Uniforms
Basketball. Softball, all Sports m ^nT"

Ifrir fiTates
UfNSEX HAMCUTTERS

WATCH YOURSELF on TVl

| We will film your Intramural game, concert, parade or any groun ««„„,,
ee of char
can see it all again in our private party room on our bio scr««n T\# iZ
0«! You
m
n f v wW,e
pizza. Call for details: 433-0971.
°
you enjoy Mr. Gatti's

/
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Two students
plead guilty
to charges

Littering
• The case of student Carolyn L. Welty,
19, of Silver Spring, Md., was dismissed
Thursday.
She was arrested by campus police
Nov. 30 outside Glfford Hall.

By Kyra Scarton
court reporter

Two JMU students pleaded guilty
Friday to petty larceny and trespassing with intent to steal in Rockingham County General District
Court.
Vincent P. Apostolico, 19, of Annandale and John A. Nicolai, 23, of
Tenafly, N.J., were charged in the
Nov. 9 theft of a doghouse from 209
Port Republic Rd.
Judge John A. Paul sentenced
them to 60 hours community service
and one year probation in lieu of
conviction.
A stricter sentence can be invoked
if they do not fulfill the court's requirements.
The dispensation applies for both
charges for each.
The two were Sigma Phi Epsilon
pledges at the time of their arrest by
city police Nov. 14.
A 6-year-old beagle at the same
residence was beaten and killed that
night. The students were not charged
with the beating of the dog.

Loud noise
• The case of student Marc J.
Brookman, 20, of Pine Brook, N.J., was
nolle processed.
Brookman was arrested by city police
at his Harrisonburg residence on Cantrell
Avenue Nov. 11.
Public drunkenness
Two cases of public drunkenness were
dismissed and three students and three
non-students were found guilty.
• The case of student Cheryl R. Groah,

20, of Lancaster, Pa., was dismissed
Thursday.
Groah was arrested In front of Gifford
Hall Nov. 30 by campus police.
• The case of VMI student Emmet S.
Gathrlght of Afton was dismissed Dec.
20.
He was arrested by campus police
Sept. 29 on Newman Drive near Greek
Row.
• Student William S. Bowman, 21, of
Harrisonburg was fined $25 Dec. 27.
Bowman was arrested by campus
police near Moody Hall Nov. 3.
• Student Jerome A. Pllkerton, 21, of
Madison, Va., was fined $25 Dec. 20.
He was arrested by campus police on
Newman Drive near Greek Row Oct. 21.
• Student Anthony L Smith, 19, of Artnandale, Va, was tried in absence and
fined $10 Dec. 20.
Smith was arrested by campus police
In the shrubbery behind Wampler Hall on
South Main Street Nov. 30.

• Radford University student William
H. Wilkinson, 21, was fined $30.
He was arrested by campus police on
Newman Drive near Greek Ro Oct. 20.
• Non-student Frank E. Ryan, 24, of
Kensington, Md., was fined $30.
Ryan was arrested by campus police in
front of Hoffman Hall Oct. 21.
• Non-student Kenneth F. Glasscock,
18, of Richmond pleaded guilty Thursday
and was fined $30.
Glasscock was arrested by campus
police Jan. 15 between Logan Hall and
Glfford Hall.

Drunken driving
One student and two non-students
were found guilty of drunken driving.
• Student Vera M. Tantoco, 21, was fined $250 and her license was suspended
six months Thursday. It was then
reinstated because she enrolled- in the
Alcohol Safety Action Program.
Tantoco was arrested by campus
police Dec. 2 on Bluestone Drive.
• Non-student Daniel E. Toman, 18,
pleaded guilty Jan. 22 and was fined $250
and his license was suspended for six

If you want to
be a cartoonist
for The Breeze,
call Gwen Fariss,
managing editor,
at 6127
or write
The
Breeze, AnthonySeeger Hall.

months.
Toman was arrested by campus police
Dec. 27 at the corner of Grace and Main
streets.
• Non-student George A. Oble, 21, of
Staunton was fined $350 and his license

Earn money doing
what you like to
do.

was suspended for three years Thursday.
He was also sentenced to 30 days in
jail but 28 days were suspended.
Obie was arrested by campus police
Nov. 18 on Bluestone Drive near Gibbons
Hall.

Apply today.

SEMESTER IN SPAIN
Not just for Spanish majors only, but for everyone: betf nnere ^n between"
Sudints, STKJAdvanced. Put some excitement Into your college career!!

Your Bahamas College Week Includes:
. Roundtrip air transportation from your home city to Bahamas • 7 Nghts accommodal-on in
Freeport (Freeport Inn-casual club like hotel located downtown, next to El Casino and opposrte to
International Bazaar) or Nassau (Dolph,n or Atlantis Hotel-ideally located across Iheetreet from the
beach within walk.ng distance to everything). Price based on quad occupancy Tr.pte *M-»aOO
Double add $100.00 • Roundtrip airport/hotel transfer. • Hotel room tax • Gratuities for bellman,
chamermaids and poolman • College Week activities-sports, parties. musK. fun.
N!ssau^Add*$50.00 for deluxe Sheraton British Colonial, add $60.00 for deluxe Pilot House Hotel
Freeport—Add $50.00 for first class Windward Palms Hotel.

UM as

Live with s Spanish family, attend cl
tour hours a day. tour days a week, tour
months. Earn 16 hrs. of credit (equivalent to 4
semesters taught In U.S. college* over a two
year time span). Your Spanish studies wHI bo
enhanced by opportunities not available In a
U.S. classroom. Standardized tests show our
'I students'language skills superior to students
F-6 I completing two year programs in U.S.
I Advanced courses also.

a wnnlc in a US college $3,480
Price include* iat round trip to Savllhj from
New York. room, bosrd. and tuition cornplat* Government grants and loans may be
sppiied towards our programs.

co*wg* you attend

I Hurry, it takes a lot of time to make aH arI ranoemonts
SPAING SEMESTER - Jan 30 - May 29
FALL SEMESTER - Aug. 29 - Dec. 19
I
each year.
I FULLY ACCREDITED —A Program ot Trinity
I Christian Collage.

212-335-4705/800-223-0694 (reservations only)

Bahamas College Weeks
MkttrauMMIt
HOsJDAYsMC.
501 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10022
Check One:
H FREEPORT
(Sal. departure!)

]Jen5-Janl2
D Jan 12-Jan 19
D Jan 19-Jan 26
n Feb23-Mar02
i)Mar02-Mar09
[.Mar09-Marl6
(] Marl6-Mer23
0 NASSAU
(Sal departures)

Sounds seed. Cve checked the week I want leparty and encleaed a 1100 depoeM.
SCHOOL

1

1

,

ROOMMATES

For full information — send coupon to:

AODRESS

SEMESTER IN SPAIN

arT

2442 E. Collier S.E , F-6
Grand Rapids. Michigan 49506
(A Program of Trinity Christian College)

C May 04-May 11
■
•
D May It-May !•
O Mar 23-Mar 30
□ May IB-May 25
DMar30-Apr6
(J May25-Jun«0l
□ Apr6-Apr 13
□ June 01-June OS
H Apr 13-Apr20
O June Oft-June 15
DApr20-Apr27
□ June 15- June 22
U Apr27-May04
Occupancy
UDouMe
I! Quad
J Triple

DfPARTUtC CITY
PHNO

STATC

•AS prices plus 15% laa and services.
Price kesed on departures from
Mew York (for Washington. D C /Baklrnore
6 Beaton add **•
Each traveler must <U out separate form.
Prices wM rise »2» on January I -Book Now.

Campus Rep/Omce
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Arts & People
I'll play a little bit of what each (audience) likes ...'
-

DJ spins talents at local pub
By Tina Beaumont
staff writer

I*I
I-.

M

W'1

i-

Bouncing to the beat behind an array of
sound equipment in the far corner of the
dance floor, he appears relaxed, selfconfident.
"I look down on the dance floor — if there
are a lot of people boppin', I play bop," says
JMU senior Larry Sands. "I gear my music
to my audience — if my audience wants to
hear a lot of Romantics, they get
Romantics,"
Some of JM*s Pub and Deli's popularity
can be attributed to location, but Sands says
students come to JM's because he plays the
music they want to dance to.
A disc jockey at JM's since last March,
Sands says he plays future hits about a week
before WQPO and other local radio stations.
"I break a lot of songs," says Sands. "If it
breaks Billboard's top 100, even at the very
bottom, I play it. When you start hearing it
on the radio, it's probably at about 60 —
I'm playing it at about 96."
JM's manager Dave Morani says Sands is
•the best (DJ) we've ever had. If he left
tomorrow we could find someone to take his
place, but I know they wouldn't be as good."
v Morani says Sands biggest asset is professionalism, evident the first time Sands played
at JM's for a Greek sponsor night last winter.
Morani first noticed Sands' voice. "All
you have to do is listen to his voice over the
mike and you know he has experience."
Morani says he has seen few DJs with
Sands' technical skill — Sands mastered
JM's sound equipment in less than a halfhour. Morani offered him a job that night.
Sands works at JM's on Tuesdays, Fridays
and Saturdays, the pub's busiest nights.
JM's is Sands first "club job," but his
training began in high school with announcing baseball games for the Pittsburgh Pirates'
farm team in Roanoke.
"It was just a case of being at the right
place at the right time," says Sands. "A guy
came in (to his father's store) to sell my dad
some advertising. I said, 'Hey, if you need'an
announcer, let me know,' and he did."
After baseball season ended, Sands again
found himself "in the right place." After
playing hockey in the Roanoke Civic Center,
Sands was approached by the center's
manager who told him the announcer for the
next professional hockey game was sick.
Because he knew Sands had announcing experience, the manager asked him to fill in.
"I went downstairs and got in the shower,
got out, went upstairs and announced the
game," says Sands.
Afterwards Sands put together an audition
tape for WJLM FM in Roanoke. He worked
there throughout high school. Since coming
to JMU, he has announced for WMRA in

h

Staff phot" by

Disc jockey Larry Sands works at JM's on Tuesday, Friday and Saturday nights. His DJ service Is «",|t
"Topspln Productions."
Harrisonburg and for WSGM (G-93) in
a radio station."
and membership in a disc J
Stauropn.
*TU use everything I've learned from
pool.
,
everyone I ve worked for - good and bad
Morani
says
Sands
Double majoring in communication
- and make the best radio station possispend money to better
arts and business management and minorble, says Sands. "You've got to have the
reflected in Sands' emp^
ing in economics, Sands will graduate in
best jocks and the best sound. You've got
and
in his salary.
December 1985. He then plans to attend
to spend money to make money."
law school to study communication law or
Using this philosophy. Sands says he
Morani says Sands is
"make a lot of money somehow and buy
spends about $150 each month on records coordinating and running

'You've got to love your work. If you're not
giving 100 percent of your personality, K
shows.'
- Larry Sands

■Mi
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Cope-ing
Sleepyheads
By Andrea Cope

ye Eaton

record
ness to
iiows is
kluations
able in
nights'

Staff photo by Steve Eaton
Sands says his attltuds toward his audlsncs is helpful. Hs receives about 100 requests for
songs sach night and tries to play all he can. "If I've got It, I'll almost always play It But If
It's not on one of the three chart*. I'm probably not going to have It People come up with
bizarre requests sometimes."
300 zillion records ..."
"Lip Sync" contest and Saturdays' dance conSands tries out a lot of music on his three
tests. He said another DJ could do them but
roommates.
He says records often arrive from
"wouldn't be as professional. Sands is very prohis music service and by the time he gets home,
fessional at what he does."
his roommates have listened to them and divided
Sands says his attitude toward his audience is
them according to their likes and dislikes.
helpful. "Everybody has different taste in
"They're the listening public, the ultimate
music. I'lti" playing for four different audiences consumers," says Sands. "So if they like it, I'll
— black, top 40, dance and rock." So he alterstart to play it."
nates sets of each type of music.
Sands says he meets with Morani every week
"I'll play a little bit of what each (audience) to "sit with a box of records and just listen" to
likes, so you're going to hear a few you really determine what to add to and what to eliminate
like and a few you really don't."
the format.
Accordingly, most JM's "regulars" have sug- from
Sands says Bruce Springsteen "is the hottest
gestions for Sands. He plays "too much funk,"
artist right now," so consideration is given to his
"too much 'Greek music,' " "not enough funk"
releases.
or "too much Springsteen."
Since music sets the atmosphere at JM s,
But most agree that Sands is considerate about
Sands says it is his responsibility to "provide an
playing requests.
atmosphere conducive to fun and meeting
Junior Ellen Kelly says.'Tve gone up and refriends."
quested stuff and he's played it. Some DJs
Morani says,"Some bars and restaurants will
don't. He's been nice about it."
overlook music, but it's very important. We
Sands says he gets about 100 requests fj?r
want the students here. That's our target market.
songs each night and "about 75 percent I was goLarry helps out a lot. What he plays determines
ing to play anyway."
who comes in."
Of the remaining requests. Sands says, ^ u
Sands prefers playing to the student crowd
I've got it, I'll almost always play it. But if it's
and says that helps make him successful.
not on one of the three charts, I'm probably not
"You've got to love your work. If you're not
going to have it. People come in with some
giving 100 percent of your personality, it
bizarre requests sometimes.
shows,"says Sands.
"And people can be rude. And they don t
"The day I wake up and dread going to work,
realize it most of the time," says Sands. "They
Til quit. I just won't go. I'll go on to something
want to hear a song and they want to know why
else. I enjoy seeing a lot of students. I want them
you can't play it right then and there. I try to
to have a good time and enjoy what I'm doing as
work requests into my format, but if you let the
much as I do."
audience have control then you stop being a DJ
Sands says he does not feel pressured to comand become a jukebox."
.
pete with other DJ's in the area.
Sands says identifying future hits is 'intui"I'm not worried about what other jocks are
tion. I've listened to a lot of music over the years
doing. I worry about what I'm doing here at
and had the opportunity to work with good
JM's. I want people to leave here saying 'Hey, I
music directors (at radio stations) and learned
had a good time tonight. I danced a lot, I'm hapabout things to look for. I can't say there s a
py.' "
book on how to pick records, but having heard

Beep! Beep! Beep!
Crash! Bang! Wham!
Roll over. Rustle bedsheets. Bury face in pillow.
Pull covers over head. Drift back to sleep and hope
that the red alert alarm that just went off was just a
dream.
Such is a morning in the life of a JMU collegiate
attempting the near impossible. . . waking up for
an 8 o'clock class.
The very thought of getting up for class at that
ungodly hour causes most of us to reach for a drop
slip. Rest assured, whoever devised 8 o'clocks
owns controlling stock in the coffee industry.
While early-bird classes are relatively easy to
shun when registering for general studies, they are
more difficult to avoid each semester as fewer sections of the courses needed for your major are offered. It is a lot like playing Asteroids.
My roommate was less than thrilled when I bore
the bad news that I'd been trapped into a MWF 8
o'clock class. "Well, I certainly hope you don't
plan to turn on the lights," she griped. Then turning her cheek, she handed me a pair of supercushioned pink, fuzzy slippers and asked me to
wear them in good health.
Sure. I can dress by Braille. It's a little embarrassing when I realize I'm wearing a striped shirt
with a plaid skirt. But as long as my roommate gets
at least 10 hours of shut-eye, my conscience is at
rest.
Another tricky part of trying to rise early and get
ready for class is the noise factor. It's an unwritten
law that the quieter you try to be, the more noise
you make. Especially at 7 a.m. Drawers squeak.
Solid objects mysteriously plummet to the floor.
The pre-dawn rituals are no picnics for
hallmates either. No matter where 8 o'clock
refugees go, their blowdryers will disturb someone.
(Yes, my roommate also gave me a pair of scissors
with the slippers. Note the short hair in the picture
that doesn't require a blow dryer.) Sleepy eyes
scorch holes through doors as 8 o'clockers head
for dass.
However, it's obvious that not all 8 o'clockers
are forced to dress by Braille.
In class, the hot chicks who've been up since 5
a.m. primping stand out. Their hair has been set in
extra bounce-making rollers, and their makeup
applied like a Cover Girl model. They sit up
straight, legs crossed, no runs in their stockings
and review notes until the professor comes in.
Professors never seem affected by the sleep
shock either. Their car batteries can chum when
the wind chill factor is 50 degrees below. They can
even find the time between shaving and breakfast
to hammer out a pop quiz on their home computers.
During roll call, they often make off-the-cuff
remarks about those who are not present, assuming the person in question was out partying all
night. Why can't they say, "Oh, well maybe he
was studying late for his midterms last night?"
But for students who make it to class, a spirit of
camaraderie develops as the faces of other misfortunates straggling to 8 o'clock classes become
familiar.
The few, the proud, the 8 o'clockers.
Cope-ing is published each Monday.

■■>
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Brent shines in losing cause
By Scott Tolley
sports editor

Prc-game attention focused on the battle of the
John Newman's, but by the end of Thursday
night's contest with the University of Richmond
JMU fans were talking about the resurgence of
"Boo."
Although the Dukes lost 72-68 to the Spiders in
front of an estimated 5,500 fans at the Convocation Center, there is a feeling of optimism after the
performance of JMU sophomore guard Eric
"Boo" Brent.
In Saturday's 68-64 win at the University of
North Carolina-Wilmington Brent tied for the
team high with 14 points. Darrell Jackson and
Robert Griffin also had 14 points for JMU (8-9,
2-3 in the' ECAC South).
Last season as a freshman. Brent started in more
games than any other JMU player (27) and appeared in 29 contests. He was second on the team
in scoring, averaging 9 points a game and second in
assists with 37.
But this season has not been pretty for Brent as
an early-season injury confined his talents to the
bench and his role changed to that of a reserve.
Before the Richmond game Brent had played in
14 of the Dukes' first 15 games, starting in six. He
was averaging 5.5 points a game and shooting a
less-than-modest 39.8 percent from the floor,
third-lowest
on
the
team.
But Thusday night showed a different Brent, the
"Boo" from a year ago.
In his first start-*™ six games (check) Brent
scored 16 points on a 7-for-10 shooting performance and was 2-for-2 from the foul line.
"I got hurt and couldn't get my rhythm back,"
Brent said. "It feels bad to be in a slump. He
(Campanelli) started me, I made my first shot and
I was all right. I felt good and kept shooting.
"I don't think my confidence was ever gone — it
was just my rhythm. I feel like I'm there and I'm
going to keep it up, so I feel I'll start for the rest of
the year."
Campanelli has a theory: "You never do in the

Women battle
for top spot
in conference

game what you haven't done in practice." And he
said Brent was working well in practice and by the
Tuesday before the game he had decided to start
him. No one could have been more pleased that
Brent had the night he did than the man who put
him back in the starting lineup.
"I was really happy for Eric Brent. He shot the
ball with confidence," Campanelli said. "Brent
gives us good balance. He can shoot and play good
defense."
Campanelli said prior to the game if another
player on the JMU squad could come on and produce like the Dukes' sophomore forward John
Newman, the team would be in good shape.
Maybe Campanelli has found that complement
to Newman in Brent
Newman, JMLJJs leading scorer, had a gamehigh 21 points an? tied for the game high in rebounds with nine.
His counterpart, Richmond's John Newman,
scored only 11 points, but grabbed nine rebounds.
His 11 points were almost nine points below his
team-leading 19.9 points per game.
Added to JMU's tandem of Brent and Newman
is the shooting of freshman forward Ramsey
Yeatts. Yeatts chipped in 10 points against Richmond by hitting 5-of-10 from the floor, with many
of those shots coining from the plus-20-feet range.
With the addition of Yeatts, the Dukes have a
solid corp of perimeter shooters, but what they
lack is a big, consistently productive big man.
In his seventh straight start at center for JMU,
Todd Banks scored only two points. His backup,
Eric Esch, was held scoreless in 25 minutes of playing time.
Although Jackson, the senior forward who is
frequently seen under the basket, finished with 14
points and nine rebounds, and the Dukes outrebounded the Spiders 36-21, Richmond clearly
dominated the scoring inside.
The Spiders' 6-foot-5 freshman center Peter
Woolfolk scored a team-high 18 points, 13 of them
coming in the first half. Richmond's other center,
See MEN page 13 *

Merry CofUM
■intent eporte «Htor
The JMU women's basketball team, coming
off two ECAC South wins tost week, will battle
East Carolina for first place in the conference
tonight at 7:30 in the Convocation Center.
The Dukes, 13-3 overall and 3-0 in league play,
are a half-game behind the Pirates (9-8, 4-0)
beading into the contest.
East Carolina, the defending conference
champions, won hs seventh straight game Saturday at Radford 78-67.
The Pirates are led by 6-foot center Anita
Anderson. The senior leads the-team in scoring
with an average of 13.5 points per game, and is
second in rebounding, averaging 6.8 a game.
Junior guards Sylvia Bragg (11.7 ppgfand
Loraine Foster (10.6 ppg) follow Anderson in
scoring.
The Pirates top rebounder is 5-foot-U, junior
forward Lisa Squirewdl, who averages eight rebounds a game.
.
JMU is coining off back-to-back wins against

Staff photo by Stephen Jaffe

JMU senior forward Darrell Jackson dunks on
the opening play of the second half in Thursday's loss to Richmond. Guard Eric "Boo"
Brent (14) watches.
Richmond and William and Mary. Last Wednesday, the Dukes topped Richmond at home 60-46,
and Saturday, they won at William and Mary
73-47.
In the weekend win JMU coasted over the Indians (1-16, 0-7). Senior guard Sue Mandski
scored 18 points to lead die Dukes while
sophomore Flo Jackson and senior Michele
James added 17 points apiece.
" Manelski's effort put her in second place on
the all-time JMU scoring list, while Jackson's
output tied her career scoring high.
The recent wins for the Dukes have come
without the services of leading scorer Betsy Witman, who is out indefinitely with a foot injury.
The sophomore was the conference's third
leading scorer at 16.5 points a game when she
was sidelined.
Helping pick up the slack for Witman harheen
James. The 6-foot forward was selected as the
ECAC South Player-of-the-Week for the week
ending Sunday. That award came after she
scored 47 points in the Dukes' last three games.

sT
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Men
► (Continued from page 12)

6-foot-10 sophomore Lee Goss,
scored six points.
"We didn't get any offense from
that middle spot," Campanelli said.
"If we can get some offense from
that middle spot we'll be in
business."
Besides the middle spot, JMU was
the better team shooting-wise. The
Dukes shot 56.4 percent from the
floor, hitting 31 of 55. The Spiders
were 49.1 percent from the field,
connecting on 26 of 53 shots.
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th\ ECAC South to adopt three officials instead of two.
Campanelli chose to show his
displeasure on the court, which led
to a technical foul on the JMU bench
late in the first half. With 1:03 left in
the half JacKson was called for an
offensive charge, immediately
following a no-call when it appeared
Woolfolk had charged on the
previous Richmond posse si on.
"I have to defend my players,"
Campanelli said. "They (the officiate) admitted at the start of the
second half that they had missed the
call."

'We'll raise some hell before
the end of the season.'
— Campanelli
The biggest statistical difference
came at the foul line. Richmond
committed only 12 personal fouls,
sending JMU to the line nine times,
where they made six. On the other
hand, the Dukes committed 22 personal fouls and Richmond responded by hitting 20-of-27 free throws.
This is all a reflection of the officiating, which Spiders' head coach
Dick Tarrant and Campanelli both
were displeased with.
Tarrant showed his displeasure in
the post-game interview, saying the
game was a legitimate argument for

Despite the loss, Campanelli
showed no frustration or disappointment in his team's play; rather, he
praised his squad.
"I thought our kids played one
hell of a ball game," he said. "I
can't ask my kids to play any harder
for a young basketball team. I like
the way we hung in there and chipped at their lead. They showed a lot
of character and moxie for a young
team.

Staff photo by Stephen Jaffe

"We'll raise some hell before the
end of the season."

JMU center Eric Esch (44) shoots over Richmond's Lee Goss (50) and
Peter Woolfolk (55) in first half action.

sportsfile
Assistant
rehired to
football staff
Jimmy Prince, an assistant under
former head football coach *Challace
McMillin, was rehired Friday to fill
one of two vacant assistant coaching
jobs on JMU's football staff.
New head coach Joe Purzycki
named Prince to fill one of the spots
vacated when assistants Bill Collick
and Greg McLaurin returned to
Delaware State two weeks ago to accept coaching positions. Purzycki is
expected to fill the other assistant
position in about a week.
Prince, who coached the offensive
backs in 1984, will be in charge of
wide receivers and tight ends. He will
also serve as an administrative assistant.
The 34-year-old Prince joined the
JMU football program in 1973 as a
graduate assistant and was promoted
to a full-time assistant position in
'974. Prince's contract with the
university would have expired Jan.
31 of this year.
"I had pretty well thought all my
chances were gone to come back (to
JMU)," Prince said. "When the
openings came up, Coach Purzycki
contacted me . . . and when'the1 op-

JMU won eight-of-13 events Friday. Leading the way were freshman
Randy Parker and junior diver Jim
Fogarty. Parker won the 50-yard
freestyle and the 100-yard freestyle
while Fogarty won the one-meter
and three-meter diving events.
Saturday, the Dukes won 10-of-13
events with Fogarty, Eric Johnson
and Scott Martinson each winning
two first places.
Fogarty won both one-meter diving events while Johnson took first
in the 200-yard individual medley
and the 200-yard breaststroke. Martinson won the 500-yard freestyle
and the 1000-yard freestyle.
Jimmy Prince
portunity arose I jumped at it.
"He (Purzycki) is a dynamic person. He really goes after things and
gets what he wants. I'm just lucky I
got to come back and be a part of it.
I'm very excited. I definitely want to
stay in coaching and stay here."

Men's Swimming"
The JMU men's swimming and
diving team recorded two victories
over the weekend.
The Dukes (7-3) won at
Washington and Lee 67-46 Friday
before routing Virginia Commonwealth 72-41 at home Saturday.

7
women's

Swimming

The JMU women's swimming and
diving team defeated visiting
Virginia Commonwealth 85-55
Saturday.
Double winners for the Dukes
(8-2) were Beckie D'Andrea, Lisa
Caswell, Cricket Williams, Leslie
Pike and Stephanie Smith.

JMU's Earl Walker won two
events Saturday in the Penn State Invitational track meet.
Walker won the 60-yard dash in a
time of 6.40 seconds, and the
300-yard dash in 31.58 seconds.

The Dukes' Chris Miller and D.D.
Manns also wonitvents in the invitational which dia not record team
scores. Miller won the 440-yard dash
in a time of 51.65 seconds while
Manns took top honors in the long
jump with a leap of 23 feet-10 inches.

Women's Tennis
The JMU women's tennis team
won two matches over the weekend.
The Dukes won at Yale 8-1 Friday, and beat host Brown 6-3 Saturday.
JMU's Ingrid Hetz, Susie Peeling
and Michelle Stephenitch won both
of their singles matches. The Dukes
(6-1) also had two doubles teams win
both matches as the number oneseeded team of Hetz and Terri
Gaskill, and the number threeseeded duo of Stephenitch and
Kathy Jutras recorded two victories
each.

Men's Gymnastics
The JMU men's gymnastics team
defeated host Radford Saturday
214.25-107.35.
The Dukes (3-0) were led by Tom
Mannik, who won four individual
titles. Mannik won the pommel
horse with a score of 6.9, the rings
(7.85), the vault (8.95) and the allaround with a total of 44 points.
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classifieds
Classified ads m TIM Breeze cost $1
for up to 10 words, $2 for 11 to 20 words,
S3 for 21 to 30 words, and so on. Advance
payment is rsquirad.
Dsadlinss ara noon Friday for
Monday's issue snd noon Tuesday for
Thursday's issue. Ads may ba mailed to
The Breeze, James Madison University,
Harrlaonburg, Va. 22807, or may be
delivered to The Breeze office In the
basement of Anthony-Seeger Hall, at
Grace and South Main streets.

by Berke Breathed
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For Sale
Rocky's Antique Mall Super stuff;
reasonable prices. Largest antique mall
In the Shenandoah Valley. 15 minutes
south of JMU on Rt 11. Visa, Master
Card. Thursday ■ Sunday. 9 ■ 5.

\

Uskettlee Lifetime warranty. Xldex and
Verbatim. 5 1/4", double<Jenslty, douWealded. 1192., 2*3.80, 10/117. Call Keith
xS786 or Teresa xS613.
■
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is II true you can buy jeeps for $44
through the US government? Get the
facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142. Ext.
5090.

»

My Stereo Equipment must go. Absolute
lowest prices. Slav: xSS41.

■»■ i»

i

On* pair Roeelgnol Prestige II Skis
(160*s) with Look GT Bindings mounted,
also one pair size 8, Italian made
Dolomite boots. All equipment only used
4 times. Asking $200. Call Chip at
434-2821.
»Housing Contract Must SslI. Willing
to make deal. Contact Tom Casey at
4338803.

1
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KonsehSkl Boots Brand new slze». Blizzard X-Country package, Blizzard
Trtermo-Flrebkd DownhWe and Jansport
Internal frame backpack. 4334203.
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Take my Housing Contract
Contra _
Spring Housing Contract for sale. Contact Rob at x4806.

Computer Dtekettee Data diskettes fully
burnished with hub ring. Individually
tested and certified 100 percent error
free. Life-time warranty. Ten with plastic
storage box: $18. (DSDD) $15.50 (SSDO)
Call Keith x5086.

Help Wanted

Deer Amy-Have a super dsy. You're the
epitome of excellence — know what I
mean, Vern. Love always, Tufty.

Government Jobs. $15,000 - $50,000/yr.
possible. All occupations. How to Find.
Call 805487-6000 Ext. R-8888.

Dano, Forgive me for being such a
D-head this weekend, Luv ya, T-head.

Excellent income for part time home
aaaembly work. For Info, call
312-741-8400. Ext. 411.

Hey, Look DJ Dance Wednesday, Jan. 30,
8 p.m. WCC Ballroom $1. Beverages.

Wanted
Help! Tutor for Calculus 235 capable of
explaining clearly. Must pass! Call
Heat he 433-8180.

Services
Typing Service 21 years experience.
$1 /page. Mrs. Price, 8788836.
Typing/Word Proceeding Call Joan at
8788848
Reeeareh Catalog of 16,000 topics. Send
$1. Reeeareh, 407 S. Dearborn, Chicago,
IL 80805. 312-922-0300. For reeeareh purposes only.
Lose Weight Now, Ask ms how. Lose up
to 28 pounds per month. Without exercise, without hunger pains. Have plenty
of energy. All products 100 percent
guaranteed or money back. Call Debbie
at 433-0682
Typing Will type letters, resumes, term
papers, snd reports. Reasonable ratss.
434-6379.
I have flneffy tost weight 25 pounds In 3
weeks, now let us help you. Harm or
Isabte 434-2014.100 percent satisfaction
or money back.
Use eft Campus? Have your disgusting
kitchen cleaned until It sparkles for a
minimal cost I! Call Joanne or Becky.
XS478.

Personals

Danes Wednesday, Jsn. 30, 8 p.m. WCC
Ballroom. $1, Beveragee, DJ - Be There
Ski Free Win an ail expense paid ski
weekend from Theta CM. Includes lodging and lift tickets at Snowshos. $200
cash. Winner to be picked st Suitcase
party. Contact Theta Chi brothers for
tickets.
Kappa StaThanks for the Awesome Happy Hour. Phi Mu.
_____
to

the

AERho Membership applications are
now being accepted. Pick up applications at VVMRA, TV/Film Center In Harrison, or atop by table In Anthony f
lobby.

1

I ova

Joanne, Rene, and Lee Ann Y'all are
great! Love, Phi Mu.

Does your dorm, Fraternity, Sorority,
club, or Intramural team need shirts,
jackets, caps, etc.? Quantity discounts
and personalized allk-acreenlng
available. Call Rick 434-1828.

My
AGD
Mav
I
go
bathroom—pti
...please? Whipped.

Hey Chimp Happy 21st Birth dsy.
you. Laura.

thy, Old-faahioned guy
aweeomel Brown Eyes.

You

are

Valentins's Day Carnations Choose one
or a combination of red, pink or white.
Call x6104 between 7 snd 10 p.m.
RoMn Tsrry Evsr since I met you, I csn't
get you off my mind. That chance
meeting at the mall was fun. The time we
spent together snd your hugs and Kisses
weren't enough. I hope you get rid of your
boyfriend by the time I ess yog LG
Danes, Danoa, Dance WCC Ballroom,
Wednesday, Jan. 30, 8 p.m. DJ
Beverages, Only 81.
^^^
Scatterbraln The last fsw months have
been the beat of my life: Muet It really
end In April? Tom.
'
fWkt Money* Cash reward goes to ths
most creative T-shirt design. Enter contest now! Looks good on resume too.
Call 433-3827.
Dave-my painting will replace yours In
the living room. It must be true because
It's In Ths Breeze, you lemonhead. Bill.

For Rent
Room for rent Madison Square Apartment. Great location. Call 4344803.
Have room tor four people in houae 3 1/2
miles from campus. Single bedrooms,
large kitchen and living rooms. $85. par
parson, plus share of utilities. Flexible
loess. 433-1873.
Have room for 1 female In houae 6 blocks
from campus. $115 per month plus share
of utilities. Kitchen and bath. 433-1873.
for rent Enjoy living with other
students in comfortable house on bus
route. 1701 & Main. (Fotey Manor). $135
par month Includes utilities. Call
2348247 after 6 p.m.
Colege Station Nswty fumlshlb apartment with ail kitchen utensils, W/D,stc 1
mils from campus. Call Justin 434-1281.
Roommate wanted 3 bedroom apartment
on E Washington St. Needs 3rd person to
shsrs 1/3 of exponaso. Call 4334226.
Famele grad student wanted aa room
mat*. Furnished or unfumlehed room.
P»rk Apartmenta. Available immediately.
♦334038. $150 plus electric.
CoHege Station Females, fully fumtehsd.
$130/month or negotiable. Call Doug
434-1883.

TIM
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ouncements
Announcements

Events

Announcement* In The Breece are provided Irw as ■
service to readers. Events requiring an exhange of
money eHII not be published In the announcements
section. Entertainment notices may be sent to the
features editor tor the Arts and People section. Personal announcements may be sent to The Breeze
buelneea office for the Personals section.
Deadline* for announcements are noon Friday for
Monday's Issue and noon Tuesday for Thursday's
Issue. Mailing address la The Breeze, Communication
Arts Department, James Medleon University, Harrisonburs. VA 22807. The Breeze office Is located In the
basement of Anthony Seeger Hall at Grace and South
Main streets.
Form for announcements Is WHO Is doing WHAT,
WHEN, WHERE. Items will be edited tor brevity. Name
and telephone number should be Included.

visiting Scholars Program —proudly
pnseenta John Casey, Novell at end Short Fiction Writer
from the University of Virginia. Jen. 31, 8 p.m.. Miller
Hall, Room 101. Rlght-Braln-Latt Brain Mini Sym
polum, February 18, 7 p.m., Miller 101. Joan Fulton,
Developmental Skills Institute, VCU, to apeak on
'Teaching Strategies for WholeBraln Learning."
Ronald L Ruoenzer, Educational Consultant and
School Psychologist, RarvesvHIe City School System
to epeek on "Can the Brain Understand Itself: Implies
tlons of Brain Research In Reaching Your Personal
Beat " Charles B Wleder. Asslstsn! Professor of Art,
Appalachian State University to speak on "The Left
Braln-Rlghl-Braln Model of the Mind: Ancient Myth In
Modern Garb."

National Association of Accountants
—Is having a happy hour for all members and pro
spectrvee Jan. 20, 7 p.m.. Chandler Hall. Munchles and
Beversges are provided free. Please bring ID.

Meetings

Commuter Ride Board —A commuter ride
board la available In the Commuter Student Office,
Room 108, WCC, tor those who travel dairy from Front
Royal, Winchester, and Charlottesvllle to JMU.
Omlcron Delta Kappa —Honor Society
dedicated to leadership and scholershlp la accepting
applications for membership. Applications may be
plcked-up In Room 108, Alumnae Hell. Prospective
members must have at leaat 80 credit houra and a 3.29
G.P.A. Completed applications must be submitted on
or before Feb. 8. to Room 108, Alumnae Hall.

Badminton and Fencing —Practice sessions
for badminton and fencing In Sinclair Gym 201-B are
Sunday nights 84, Monday through Wednesday evenInge 98. These hours era In effect until March 8, 1985.
School Of Nursing —"Supplemental Applications" for admission to the School of Nursing are due
In the Deen's Office (Wine Price Hal. Room 122) not
I star than Fab. 1, for student entering Fall 1985

Water Safety Instructor Course —TO* H*T-

General

Sigma Tau Delta —will meat Jan. 28. 9 p.m.,
English Department student lounge

Escort Service — Alpha Chi Rho fraternity of fare
an escort service Sunday through Thursday, 8 pm. to
12 midnight. Call x8109 for service.

Scuba Club —win meat Jan. 21, 7 8 p.m., Room A,
WCC Everyone Interested welcome.

Tutors Needed — Tutor* are needed In nearly aH
JMU sublet areas. If you are Interested In tutoring
other students, applications are available at the
Counseling and Student Development Center, second
floor, Alumna* Hall.

JMU Canterbury —meats every Thursday at Emmanuel Episcopal Church after the 7 p.m. Communion
service.

Crisis Pregnancy Center, Incomes hours

JMU Young Democrats —win meet Jan. so, r
am., Jackson 101.

are Tuesdays and Thursdays, noon to8 p.m., Fridays 9
a.m. to 5 p.m., Saturdays 0 em. to noon. Further Information may be obtained by celling 434-7928.

Inter-Hall Council —win meet Jan. 2», 5:30 p.m.,
Ballroom, WCC. This meeting I* open and all la
welcome to attend.

Tutoring Services —sigma PHI Lambda, the
honor society tor all malors, la offering tutoring services. Interested students can write box 9308. or call
Dorma. 4334478

FlnanCO CHID —will meet Jen. 28,5:30 p.m.. Room
B, WCC. Wa will be chartering F.M.A. eo please attend.

ChOOSlng S Major —The Counseling and Student Development Center offers opportunities In
values clarification and eeif-exploratlon lo assist you
In choosing * major and making decisions vocational
ly. Call 8592 for an appointment

Lutheran Student Movement — Nautilus
Night. Meets Tueedays, 8 p.m., Muhlenburg Lutheran
Church.

rlaonburg Department of Parks 8 Recreation, In
cooperation with the American Red Croes and
Brtdgewassr Coiage. arm conduct an American Red
Croea Water Safety Instructor Course to be held at the
Brldgewster College Pool, the course aril be conducted on Monday and Thruaday nights, 7-10 p.m.,
from Fat). 18 through April 25, 1088. The additional
classroom sessions required will be arranged later.

ROTC Scfratorahlps —There wll be e mandatory meeting for all persons interested In applying
for 2 year and 3 year scholarships, Jan. 30, 8 p.m.,
Stadium 0201 Call Capt. K.entch, 6284, If you need further Information
Commuter Students — All currently enrolled
commuter students may obtain an unofficial copy of
their computerized tanacrlpt by presenting their ID at
the Recorde Office. Wltoon 108.

The Counseling Center —offers personal,
study skills and vocational couneellng tor Individuals
and groups. Call x8S22 tor more Information or come
for walk-In ssrvlcs 3-5 pm., Monday through Thursday,
no appointment needed. Alumnae Hall.

CMP —WORKSHOPS: sign-up for the week of Jan.
28Feb 1. RESUME WRITING, Feb. 5, 1:48-248 p.m.
Room A, WCC. Fob 8. INTERVIEW PREPARATION: 4-5
pm, Room B, WCC and INTERVIEWING FOR
TEACHING POSITIONS, 1011 am. FINDING A BUYER
FOR YOUR PRODUCT-YOU. Feb. 7. 2-3 p.m.. Room A,
WCC.
CP&P WORKSHOPS: INTERVIEW PREPARATION: Jan.
28.34 p.m.. Room A, WCC. RESUME WRITING: Jan. 30,
121 p.m.. Room A, WCC. INTERVIEW PREPARATION:
Fab. 1,9-10 a.m., Room A, WCC.
SUMMER CAMP JOBS: Representatlvea will be
available on campus on Jan. 31, 8:30-2 p.m., South
Ballroom. WCC.
SENIORS muat be registered with the CP8.P Office
before signing for the following interviews during the
week of Jan. 28-Feb 1: Northwestern Mutual. UVAPersonnel Dept, Thousand Trails, Sovran Financial
Corp , Thalrnmet's, Connecticut Mutual Life Insurance.
CIA, Colonial Williameburg Foundation. Marriott Corp,
K-Mart Corp., Peace Corps, Plllabury Corp.. and Naval
Intelligence Processing and Systems Support Activity.
Assumes and Personal data sheets wll be required at
the time of sign-up
QOVENORS FELLOWS PROGRAM Summer 1965. Information In the CP&P Office Aplcatlon deadline la
Fa. 1,1986.
RESUMES will be reviewed on a walk In basis on Thursday mornings from 9-11:30 am. Resumes should be
typed.
CP&P couselors are available by appointment to
discuss career decision*.
1985 SPRING ONCAMPUS RECRUITING SCHEDULES
FOR SCHOOL SYSTEMS are now available in the
CP&P Office. Sign-up insets aril be posted 3 weeks
prior to the interview data In the office. School* now
posted Include Smyth Co., Roam** City, Colonial
Heights, Chesapeake City, Portsmouth City Culpeper
Co., Warren Co.. INSPEECH. Inc., and Covington Co.
Wesley Foundation — Janje, peace corps
Recruiter, In Room A, WCC. 7 p.m., Bible Study. Jan.
29, 930 pjn., Dlacusslon of Peace Corp* Oppor
tunltles. Jan. 31, 6 p.m., New Life Singers, Duke 200.
Fab. 4, 7 p.m., Bible Study. Feb. 8, 5:30 p.m.,
Dleeuealon-Effectlve Uatenlng. Fee. 6, 9 p.m., Worahlp
Service-Room A, WCC. Fab. 7,8 p.m. New Life Singer*,
Duke 209.
C-A.R.S. — A free ride home tor faculty and
students who have had too much to drink. Friday and
Saturday nights from 11 p.m. to3am., call 433CARS.

433-0606
$3

LG DEEP PAN PIZZA

OFF

SEE YOUR JOSTENS REFTCSENTATTVE

Jan. 28 -31

10-4
HUE

Mezzanine Level - Room B - Warren Campus Center
PLACE

1 TOPPING OR MORE
EXP. 2-2^85

$2

LG REG CRUST PIZZA

OFF

1 TOPPING OR MORE
EXP. 2-28-85

$1

MED DEEP PAN PIZZA

OFF

1 TOPPING OR MORE
EXP. 2-28-85
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Viewpoint

• % '■;

Down with "Up With People"

World would be better off without...
It's time we made some changes around here.
The new year is already 28 days old and the excruciating cold air has already begun purging the
earth, renewing it.
It's time we started removing all those things
that stand in the way of human progress. Impossible, you say? Can't be done? Wrong, status quo
breath!
By following a few simple steps, we can turn this
country and campus around. Trust me.
To begin with, there's the biggie: Nuclear Proliferation. Hey, no problem.
Worried we'd be the first to use nuclear weapons
in a war? Simple, just turn all our missiles over to
JMU basketball coach Lou Campandli. That way
we could defend ourselves, but mounting an offensive would be out of the question. Piece o' cake.
Next, (while we're on the subject of basketball)
whoever it is that's getting to the Convo early and
saving two or three rows of seats for their buddies
should be lined up against the wall for target practice. I don't care if it's the Dukettes, the
cheerleaders, the Greeks or independents, it's gotta
stop.

■

And all you bozos who threw cups and other
debris from the upper student stands during the
Richmond basketball game; if your arm is too
weak to get the dam thing to the court, don't
throw it. Hitting old women on the head never
caused a referee to change a call, and it probably
never will.

Lost and Found
Tim Arnold
One major national problem crying out for a
solution is the patriotic production extravaganza, a
la the Olympics, that pop up everywhere. Between
the inaugural gala and the Super Bowl halftime
show, I almost lost it last week.
If I see one more dimple, just one more

dimple .. . frankly, I've had it up to here with
"Up With People."
And another thing. Just how many frickin'
Jacksons are there anyway? Everytime I turn qn
the TV there's another one trying to break into
show biz — but of course, they don't want to
capitalize on Michael's success.
Weren't the Osmonds, the Cowsills and the Bee
Gees enough? Are fertility drugs being sold over
the counter now, or what?
Speaking of entertainment, I say, either give
Joan Collins some acting lessons or get her off the
screen. Face it, the woman just isn't a worthwhile
human being.
There now, doesn't that fed better, getting all
that out in the open? I know I've only scratched
the surface, but you have to start somewhere.
Those of you with ideas on how to make the
world a better place (except for those with ideas on
eliminating pig-headed, flippant columnists) write
us a letter. You can write, can't you?
77m Arnold is a senior majoring in English and
communication arts.

Vigilante justice provides
only the illusion of security
By Charles Lundy
staff writer

' I

In New York City, Bernard Goetz
grabbed the headlines by shooting
four potential muggers. The incident
is compared now to movies like
"Death Wish" and "The Exterminator," in which citizen
vigilantes, fed up with crime and inadequate police action, lure muggers
onto the streets of New York and
shoot them.
But there are major differences
between these fictional and real life
vigilantes. In the movies, killing
muggers was an act of revenge
against the senseless murders of
friends and family. Bernard Goetz,
himself a previous mugging victim,
pulled the trigger out of sheer terror
and fear for his life.
The hapless villains in the movies
were always knife-wielding thugs
with previous criminal records,
prepared to murder the heroes for
bus money. The scriptwriters made it
dear the villains deserved to be killed.
Whether the screwdriver-carrying
delinquents who approached Goetz
intended to kill him is unclear.
Goetz acted out of an understandable instinctive desire to defend
himself. But if he's acquitted by the
courts, a dangerous precedent will be
set. Anybody who can get hold of a
gun will feel free to carry it around
in the name of self-defense.

People who are habitually
paranoid will be the first to buy handguns. Some will fire away at any intimidating face that looks at them
cross-eyed.
No proof of shooting proficiency
is required to legally purchase a handgun. The average citizen isn't an expert marksman. Many are clumsy
enough to shoot other innocent
bystanders, if not themselves, in the
process of thwarting a mugging attempt.
A handgun provides only an illusion of security for the untrained
shooter. The illusion is shattered
when a mugger attacks by surprise
and holds a knife directly under the
victim's throat before there's time
even to think of reaching for a gun.
This isn't what happened to Bernard Goetz or Charles Bronson in
"Death Wish." But it happens often
in everyday muggings. A gun is no
guarantee of protection.
If we're going to fight Crime this
way, then the work should be left to
experienced, trained policemen.
Armed federal marshals disguised
as passengers axe periodically placed
on commercial airplanes to guard
against hijackings. The same tactic
could be used on inner alty subways
but only by police who know what
they're doing.
Citizens should be advised to c^rry
cans of mace. ■
Charles Lundy is a sophomore majoring in communication arts.
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Readers' Forum
CBS control by conservatives unrealistic
To the editor

Last year it was Jerry Falwcll attempting to rape
the Constitution in his libel suit against Larry
Flynt king of slime. At this year's opening, we
have North Carolina Senator Jesse Helms encouraging conservative Americans to purchase
CBS common stock to end, what he calls, the network's "liberal biases."
The chairman of the National Conservative
Political Action Committee, John Dolan, gave
$100,000 on his group's behalf to Helms* cause
saying, "CBS has practiced irresponsible journalism with a very obvious liberal bias."
Could one realistically expect Helms' CBS to
present the news without an obvious conservative
bias? He doesn't want to give an opposing viewpoint, he wants to present his view and dispose of
opposition.
I remind the senator this isn't the way it's done

in this country. If Helms and the NCPAC are so
concerned, they should pool their resources and
begin their own news organization, not destroy an
already established one.
They could present information any way they
want, as Pat Robinson of the 700 Club and Ted
Turner do, and not completely eliminate a view
they don't share. This is censorship, and at present, Helms is a scant breath away from being a
dictator.
Consider if Helms did gain control of CBS.
News organizations were founded on the basis that
they be able to report news free from political influence and control. Mary Boies, CBS vicepresident for corporate information, said it best:
"To seek control of a corporation for the sole purpose of subjecting its news operations to political
influence contradicts the traditions of a free and
independent press." Consider how different 1985

To the editor:
What are Lenore Lyons and Susan
Shaw doing paying $5,000 a year to
go to school when they could be earning thousands of dollars as top
presidential advisers?

Complexity of
world politics
needs careful
consideration

In their Jan. 21 letter, they seem to
have had all the answers for the arms
race. Silly us, accepting the
judgments and decisions of old men
in Washington. What do they know?
They were right, a nuclear war
can't be won. That's precisely why
we haven't had one. A nuclear war
could be won, however, if one of the
super powers gained a decisive advantage over the other.
America once felt itself on the
brink of nuclear war in 1962 with the
Cuban missile crisis. What prevented
such a war? It was a threat of
military retaliation. But Lyons and

would be if Joe McCarthy had gained control of a
news service in the 1950s.
Would this stop with television news? What
about production houses that furnish CBS with
other shows? The Christian Broadcasting Network
fills me when I need some conservative entertainment. What about CBS records? Can we look for a
future with record executive Helms saying, "No,
I'm sorry, but your album contains unacceptable
liberal political satire, and that anti-nuclear tune
runs counter to our conservative ideals. Back to
the studio with you Bucko?"
The thinking public should act to ensure that
Helms is only allowed to window-shop for facism.
Woe be to us all if he actually gets to try some on.
David Duncan
junior
communication arts

Shaw say it's a "misguided notion
that increased armaments make life
safer." Thank God no one told John
Kennedy that.
They also quoted the legendary
General Douglas McArthur to support their case. But wasn't it the
same Gen. McArthur who advocated
the use of the atomic bomb during
the Korean War?
Wake up girls, this is 1985. Unfortunately, we do have weapons and
the potential to end life as we know
it. The Soviets have that same potential. And in case nobody told you,
they aren't the friendliest of nations.
A verifiable freeze isn't as easily
attained as you think. The potential
is there for it's realization, but it's
not right around the corner.
Evidence of that can be seen in how
many talks with few results we have
had. Until such a freeze exists we

must continue to counter their
buildup. If notr j» may be facing
another Cuban/missile crisis with
perhaps far different results.
You mentioned "feasible alternatives." What are they?!
"Star Wars," as you are seemingly unaware, could conceivably
render all ballistic missiles useless
without the loss of lives. Yet you include it in your list of no-no's!
I suggest you two do some more
homework. International politics is
very complex with many considerations to be made. This is the real
world. We are dealing with very real
opponents. Mr. Rourke and Tattoo
won't be with Schultz and Gromyko
in Geneva.

by Keith Turner
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VOTE

James Madison University
Program Board
&Rne Arts Series
present

SGA SENATE ELECTIONS
HELD TODAY
Vote to elect 7 Commuter Senators

Commuters ■

in the Commuter Student Office

"Broadway
Tonight"

from 9 to 4
Greek Housing Residents

vote to elect 1 Greek Senator in
the Greek Office from 9 to 4

VOTING IS VITAL

Tuesday
January 29
8 p.m., Wilson Hall
General admission tickets are $5 each
and are available from Charles Mathias
Inc., downtown Harrisonbufg; Centerpoint Bookstore. Valley Mall; and the
office of the dean. School of Fine Arts
and Communicatloa Room 2. AnthonySeeger Hall, JMU. For information call
568-0472.

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS"
Whon cooking's ih. last thing you feel Ilk* doing ... or whan tho gang drops by lor an
unexpected party... or whon yours hitting ih. books at tho 11th hour... or whon ths
kids aro starving and want to oal right this mlnuto... No problem'
Domino's Pizza Is tho solution. Call, and within 30 minuU
pizza. No charge for delivery.

S

i frosh. hot delicious

MENU

ttfOFF

AS Pizzas Include Our
Special Blend of Sauce
and 100% Real Cheese
£S Our Superb Cheese
^w*T Pi«a12 « 16
Additional Memi
Pepperoni. sausage, ground
beel. ham, black and green
okves. mushrooms, green pep
pers. onions, hot pepper rings,
double cheese and extra thick
crust

ONJOSTENS Goto COLLEGE RINGS.

Bottles of Coke Available

$1.50

II SO oil in, U
1-Htrn or w, p,,„
On* coupon pot piiu
• »l.f rrr Ikllirn
Eipton Milts

Store Hours
II AMI AM Sun Thurs
I 1 AM 2 AM Fri 4 Sat
Limited Delivery Ares
' 1984 Oommio s Pizza, mc
Our drivers carry less than

$90.00

Prices do not include
applicable sates tax

Lunch
Special!

31 Meter Circle
0«»* " 'i (*v.i i»-m pu/4
•fKi fvwo bort* ■•, QI COSH.
to. >S **,*, |.„ (l^rf,

22 Tern Or
■*»•»)•*.■ -1cm s r 4TI ftl'

Onr coupon p<>i p^.«.,

ik

See your Jostens representative.
n,iir Jan 28-3 ITirnR 10 to 4
Ratt* Mezzanine Level Room B Warren Campus
Center
I'.iuimil |4.iiis.i\.nLilil

I

Call US:
433-2300
433-3111

SaatrraoSMMr,
■WHIOHi

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS
FREE.

m
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Discovery leak under investigation
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Pentagon said
Thursday several investigations are in progress to
determine the source of leaks about the U.S. spy
satellite aboard the space shuttle Discovery.
Discovery rocketed away from Earth after a
secret countdown Thursday, carrying a crew of
five military officers who reportedly launched the
$300 million spy satellite.
In discussing the ground rules last month for
coverage of the flight, Air Force Brig. Gen.
Richard Abel said news stories which "speculate"
on the secret payload aboard Discovery might be
investigated as a breach of national security.
Two days later, the Washington Post published
details of the mission, saying Discovery would
carry a new satellite that will fly in a stationary orbit over the Soviet Union to intercept communication.

The point of the secrecy is to thwart Soviet efforts to reposition their own ferret satellites in
time to monitor the U.S. device when it is released
from the shuttle and sent winging toward its duty
station.
The satellite, sources report, is capable of tracking Soviet missile tests and eavesdropping on
military and diplomatic communications in much
of Europe, Asia and Africa.
Sources reported the satellite was deployed
sometime Friday. There was no official confirmation jrom the Air Force or the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration.
The shuttle flight was the first time in 46 manin-space missions that an information blackout
had been drawn over a U.S. launch.

Reagan charges Iran
Careful watch kept
with armed subversion
on chemical disposal
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Reagan charged Thursday that Iran has joined other
radical forces supporting
Nicaragua's leftist government in
a campaign of armed subversion
in Central America.
Reagan said Nicaragua's ruling
Sandinistas have used armed
subversion since 1979 to attack
their neighbors and that this
violates international law.
"Countering this by supporting
Nicaraguan freedom fighters is
essentially acting in self-defense,"
Reagan said.
Aid to Nicaragua was suspended last year by Congress.
Also on Thursday Rep. Henry
Gonzaks introduced a House
resolution that would invoke the
War Powers Act and compel the
administration to withdraw all
U.S. troops from Costa Rica, El
Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras
and Nicargua within 60 days of its
enactments.
The resolution could keep any
combat troops from going into
Nicaragua if passed.

Sanctuary worker
acquitted on charges
CORPUS CHRIST*, Texas
(AP) — Sanctuary /movement
worker Jack Elder -was acquitted
Thursday of illegally transporting
Salvadoran aliens.
Elder, the director of Casa
Oscar Romero, has maintained he
was acting out of religious convictions and was being singled out by
the government for prosecution.
Federal officials have repeatedly maintained that Central
Americans entering the U.S. illegally seek economic betterment
— not political asylum, as the
santuary movement claims.

INSTITUTE, W.Va. (AP) —
Federal and state experts kept a
careful watch Thursday as Union
Carbide Corp. began disposing of
the last 3,000 pounds of deadly
methyl isocyanate at its Institute
plant.
Officials said the process had
never before been used to dispose
of such large quantities of the
chemical, but they expressed confidence it would pose little
danger.
The Institute plant, near
Charleston, was the only U.S.
producer of methyl isocyanate
until a leak of the chemical from a
Carbide plant in Bhopal, India,
killed more than 2,000 people last
month.
U.S. production was halted
after the disaster.
Carbide officials said Jan. 10
that all remaining MIC at Institute had been converted into
pesticide. State officials disclosed
this week that another batch, of
3,000 pounds had been
discovered.
Instead of being converted into
pesticide, the chemical was being
neutralized in a pollution-control
device that normally is used only
in an emergency. The resulting
chemical was to be dumped into
the Kanawha River.
The disposal came a day after
the EPA issued a report saying 28
leaks of MIC occurred in the last
five years at the Institute plant.

Dispute erupts
in mining showdown
LYNCO, W.Va. (AP) - The
long-simmering dispute between
the United Mine Workers and the

A.T. Massey Coal Group finally
boiled over with ball-bat carrying
pickets and armed company
guards engaged in a southern
West Virginia showdown.
UMW miners who have been
on strike against several Massey
subsidiaries since Oct. 1 fear that
the companies plan to resume
operations without them, employing non-union "scab" labor to do
the work they previously performed.
I'
The union miners are worried
about protecting more than their
pay.
They are among the highest
paid of U.S. industrial workers
but the wages are earned by performing some of the most hazardous work in the country.
Equally important to the UMW
miners is that the union gives
them some control over their
working lives, especially in some
mine safety and in seniority.

Searchers recover
five bodies
WASHINGTON (AP) — Searchers have recovered the bodies of
five more victims of the American
military aircraft that crashed off
the coast of Honduras, the Pentagon reported Saturday.
This raises to eight the number
recovered from the C-130A aircraft which listed 21 U.S. military
personnel aboard when it went
down in bad weather Tuesday.
Three bodies were recovered
Friday. There was no immediate
identification on any of the
bodies.
The plane had been en route
from Howard Air Force Base in
Panama to an airfield at Trujillo,
Honduras, on what U.S. officals
call a "routine mission" when it
went down.

Sharon loses *
libel suit
NEW YORK (AP) — A federal jury ruled Thursday that Time magazine did not
knowingly or recklessly publish a false
story linking Ariel Sharon with a massascre
of Palestinians.
Sharon, the former Israeli defense
minister, claimed that a Feb. 21, 1983,
Time cover story libeled him in reporting
he "discussed" revenge for the assassination of Lebabon's president-elect, Bashir
Gemayel, one day before the Christian
militiamen massacred hundreds of Palestinians at refugee camps in Israeli-occupied
West Beirut.
Previously, the jury had found the Time
article was false and defamatory and had
been wrestling with the legal issue of actual
malice since last Friday.
Sharon's lawyers said Friday that he will
get another chance to press his case in an
Israeli court.

Jury indicts Goetz
on criminal charges
NEW YORK (AP) — A grand jury has
voted to indict Bernhard Goetz on three
counts of criminal possession of a weapon
in the subway shootings of four teenagers, it was announced Friday.
Goetz, 37, was indicted on one count of
third-degree criminal possession of a
weapon — illegally having a loaded pistol
on Dec. 22, 1984, when he allegedly shot
the teen-agers.
No true bill was voted on other charges
submitted to the grand jury said Manhattan District Attorney Robert Morgenthau,
including four counts of second-degree attempted murder.
He was also indicted on two counts of
fourth-degree criminal possession of a
weapon. He allegedly had two other
pistols inside his Manhattan home on Dec.
30 when police searched it.
He is free on $50,000 bond.

EPA seeks largest
toxic waste penalty
CHICAGO (AP) — The Envi onmental
Protection Agency announced Thursday it
is seeking a $6.8 million toxic waste penalty against Chemical Waste Management
Inc.
The penalty is the largest ever sought by
the federal government under the Toxic
Substances Control Ac;, said EPA
spokeswoman Virginia Dcnohua.
The complaint is the culmination of an
18-month federal investigation into PCB
handling practices at the company's
Vickery, Ohio, facility, she said.
The EPA contends Chemical Waste
Management employees at that site illegally discharged high levels of PCBs into
waste lagoons in an effort to dilute them
and avoid federal regulation requiring the
fluids to be destroyed by incineration.
The EPA also charges more than 6
million gallons of contaiminated liquid
later were sold by the company as reclaimed oil.
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Withdrawal talks stopped
for second time

Date set for nuclear arms talks
WASHINGTON (AP) — The United States and
the Soviet Union announced Saturday that a new
round of negotiations on nuclear and space arms
will begin on March 12 in Geneva, Switzerland.
The decision to resume negotiations after a
13-month lapse was reached earlier in the month in
Geneva by Secretary of State George P. Shultz and
Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei A; Gromyko.
The talks will cover three weapons areas: longrange bombers, missiles and submarines;

m

Duarte frustrated
by negotiations
SAN
SALVADOR,
El
Salvador (AP) — President Jose
Napoleon Duarte, frustrated by
the last talks with leftist guerillas,
said he will not meet with them
again until they change their proposals.
"They took an attitude against
all the proposals of peace. They
were talking war," Duarte said at
a news conference Thursday.
Duarte and government
negotiators first met with -the
guerrillas Oct. IS in the town of
La Palma. The two sides met a second time Nov. 30.

intermediate-range missiles deployed in Europe;
and spaced-based defense measures.
The Soviet Union stressed the need to link space
and nuclear weapons in the upcoming arms talks
with the U.S. and warned that further deployment
of U.S. missiles in Europe could hurt chances for
an agreement.
The key U.S. goal at the talks is a sharp reduction in offensive weapons. The Soviets are aiming
to block U.S. moves to create a space-based antimissile system.

The rebels contend that the
military has warned Duarte not to
intervene in military affairs, not
to discuss combining the rebel
and government armies and not
to permit participation of the left
in the government.
Duarte denied that he ever met
with the military to discuss what
he can and cannot do.

Soviet Union launches
Cosmos satellite
MOSCOW (AP) — The Soviet.
Union launched the Cosmos 162S
satellite Wednesday, the official
news agency Tass reported.
The Tass report gave little
details of the flight, only saying it
would continue exploration of
outer space.

Ver surrenders
in Aquino case
MANILA, Philippines (Ap) —
Gen. Fabian C. Ver, the armed
forces chief indicted in the
murder of opposition leader
Benigno Aquino, surrendered Friday, court officials said.
Ver is one of 26 indicted in the
August 1983 assassination of
Aquino and Rolando Galman,
the man the military claimed was
hired to kill Aquino.
The former senator was shot
after he stepped off the airliner
that brought him back to the
Philippines from three years of
voluntary exile in the U.S.
Most of the accused were part
of the airport security operation
assigned to protect Aquino.

Senate committee wants
drinking age on bases raised

Highway bill
passes House committee

RICHMOND (AP) — A Senate committee Friday said Virginia should not raise its uniform
drinking age to 21 until Congress imposes a
similar standard on U.S. military bases.
As originally proposed, Sen. Richard Saslaw's
bill, and an identical one still in a House committee, would make 21 the legal minimum age in
Virginia for drinking any alcoholic beverage.
*
The present law says 19-year-olds can drink beer
but not wine or hard liquor.
The legislation is largely a response to congressional action threatening states with a partial
cutoff of federal highway money if they don't
uniformly set the drinking age at 21 by Sept. 30,
1986.
For Virginia, this could amount to $30 million a
year beginning in 1987.
"It gives me great concern that the feds say to
us if we don't do a certain thing they'll cut off our
money," said Sen. William Parker.
Parker then triggered a vigourous debate by
proposing an amendment to delay the bill's effectiveness until six months after Congress raises the
legal drinking age on U.S. military bases from 18
to 21.
The amendment was approved 8-6.
Parker said that he wanted to establish a 21-year
drinking age for the military because a defense
secretary could establish a regulation one'week
and rescind it the next.

RICHMOND (AP) — A bill that would change
the way the state divides its highway money won
overwhelming approval from a House committee
Thursday.
The formula changes for road maintenance and
construction are generally seen to benefit growing
urban counties and burgeoning cities at the expense of rural areas and population-losing cities.
The bill represents a compromise between
recommendations of a legislative oversight committee and the Highway Department. The millions
of dollars at stake come mainly from the state's
1 l-cents-a-gallon gasoline tax.
Another change would limit to 25 percent the
share of primary road money to be used for interstates. The state's share now comes from
money allocated to primary roads.
The bill still faces aJloor vote.

Bombing suspects
released on bond
ALEXANDRIA (AP)— Two of three men arrested last Saturday for bombings of eight abortion clinics in the D.C. area have been granted
bond.
U.S. Magistrate Curtis Sewell, Thursday,
denied the federal government's request that Kenneth W. Shields of Laurel, Md., be held without
bond.

NAQOURA, Lebanon (AP) — |he
Lebanese-Israeli withdrawal talks were
suspended Thursday when negotiators failed to decide whether they should discuss
security arrangements or a pullback
timetable.
The talks, which began on Nov. 8, are
aimed at developing a security system for
south Lebanon after the Israeli army
withdraws its 20,000-man occupation
force.
Lebanon Insisted Israel provide a detailed timetable for its planned three-phase
withdrawal from south Lebanon before
security arrangements are discussed.
Israel has urged Lebanon to begin outlining security plans for the area around the
town of Sidon, which it plans to vacate by
Feb. 18.

Bronfman invited
to visit Moscow
VIENNA, Austria (AP) — Edgar M.
Bronfman president of the World Jewish
Congress said Sunday he has been invited
by the Soviet government to visit Moscow.
It would be the first such visit by a head of
the international federation of Jewish
organizations.
Bronfman cautioned that a worsening of
U.S. — Soviet relations "could change the
situation enormously."
About 2.S million Jews live in the Soviet
Union, the third largest Jewish population
of any country

On Wednesday, a magistrate in Baltimore, Md.,
released another suspect in the bombings, Michael
Bray of Bowie, on $250,000 bond.
A third suspect, Thomas Spinks of Bowie, is being held without bond pending a hearing next
Tuesday in Baltimore.
The three men are charged with conspiracy to
violate, the federal explosives and firearms laws,
and making and using explosives.

Fish are Influenced
by alcohol levels
WILMINGTON, N.C. (AP) — A study of
Siamese fighting fish showing that their aggression
can be altered with alcohol was done with mirrors,
a University of North Carolina researcher said.
Mark Galizio, associate professor of
psychology said that even when sober, two of the
fish will fight until one is badly maimed. When
given alcohol roughly equivalent to what a person
gets after drinking three to seven beers, they
become even more ferocious.
As with humans, even higher levels — the
equivalent of 10 or more beers in humans,— impaired aggression.
"Such fish shouldn't even be swimming,"
Galizio said.

